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A B O U T  F R A N K I E  L E I G H ,  F D N - P
Hi love and welcome! The following pages are going
to provide you with the tools you need to take back
your belly health. I had my own health crisis in 2011
and Functional Nutrition absolutely saved me. With
two cancer scares in one year, I decided to take my
health into my own hands and have been helping
other women do the same ever since. It is time to stop
ignoring the red flags your body is sending your way.
And against popular belief... there is so much more to
the story than eating less or restricting more
"problem" foods.

I love to help women feel great in their bodies and live
symptom free lives. You deserve it and I know that is
why you are here! Now, let's get you ready for a
radical new approach to your health and levelup your
results! Thank you for joining me!

XO-
Frankie Leigh

Contact
@radiateyourwellness

By email:
frankie@radiate-wellness.com

Join my Private Facebook 
Community!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/theinnercirclewithfrankieleigh
https://www.facebook.com/groups/theinnercirclewithfrankieleigh
https://www.facebook.com/groups/theinnercirclewithfrankieleigh
https://www.facebook.com/groups/theinnercirclewithfrankieleigh


Welcome!

Days with Better Belly health are just
around the corner! Take this guidebook

step by step to decode your body's
messages... and I will be with you every

bit of the way.



STEP 1
W H A T  I S  N O R M A L  A N Y W A Y S ?

An important step in getting clear on symptoms is finding out what
digestive health symptoms require attention.

Uncover the simple ways to enhance absorption for more nutrient intake.
We aren't just what we eat, we are what we absorb!

The step by step guide to understand your symptoms. Is it
function, enzyme reduction, infection or food intolerance?

 It is time to ask different questions and get different answers.
Knowing the right testing for your needs is key to overcoming

nagging digestive symptoms.

STEP 2
E N H A N C I N G  A B S O R P T I O N

STEP 3
B E C O M I N G  Y O U R  B E S T  D I G E S T I V E  D E T E C T I V E

STEP 4
T H E  P O W E R  O F  T E S T I N G

STEP 5
T H E  F U T U R E  O F  Y O U R  B E T T E R  B E L L Y
Put yourself in the driver's seat and decide your next

best steps to a Better Belly.

The Roadmap



S T E P  # 1

W H A T  I S  N O R M A L  A N Y W A Y S ?
An important step in getting clear on symptoms is

finding out what digestive health symptoms require
attention.



dependable
easy...but not too loose
well-formed
painless
1-3 times a day

bloat
gas
distention
discomfort

Regardless of how long
your symptoms have been
hanging around, these
questions will help you nail
down the most important
signs and signals coming
from your gut. Though
everyone is unique, when
our bellies are not happy,
there are more symptoms
waiting in the wings. 

A strong gut foundation is
built from bowel
movements that are:

...and bellies that are free
from:

It is time to put your
belly first.

Consistency

Urgency

Pain
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Frequency
List your symptoms here...
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That is why you are here. And trust
me you are not alone.

For most women there is a close tie
between their earliest memories of
discomfort. Either belly pain or
period pain. And often they came on
simultaneously. There is a huge tie
between our digestive health and
our hormonal health... so no big
surprise there. But the fact is most
of us were never given the tools to
make the pain go away.

Maybe a tums or a pepto-
something-or-other but otherwise
we never got to the "why" is this
happening in the first place. 

We are going to go there. We are
going to get into the nitty gritty of
why your bad belly has control over
your days and what you can do to
turn this ship around. 

The medical system's approach to
women’s digestive health needs a
major upgrade. Instead of waiting
on that, I am sharing with you the
experience I’ve gathered from
hundreds of women I’ve worked with.
Women who have gotten results,
said goodbye to IBS and uncertainty.   
There is magic in their stories and in
yours too! One size does not fit all
and with the roadmap ahead you
will uncover a tailored approach just
for you! 

Do you spend way too much time in
the bathroom? Like you could read a
novel waiting for the first sign of
release? 

Or do you spend multiple hours of
your day close to a bathroom
because when the urge comes
knocking... there is no stopping it?
All you want to do is get on with
your day but you are trapped by the
thrown ... just in case?

Or maybe you are one of the many
of us women that fear being asked if
we are pregnant just because our
bellies are so bloated? Forget fitting
into slim fitting clothes because they
are sooo uncomfortable around the
waist line. Ugh, another popped
button!

Does this sound familiar?
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And what makes up the digestive system anyway?
The more we understand about what's going on inside, the easier it is to identify what
part of the belly may be underperforming. How can we expect to care for a system if we 
don't understand the functions?
Use this diagram to map your
digestive tract and visualize 
your belly health every step 
of the way. And don't forget to
pay some attention to the 
enzymes that help out along
the way! That's right, 
amylase for turning carbs
into glucose, protease found
in the stomach and the master
of breaking down proteins into
amino acids, and one of my 
favorites, lipase, so 
important for 
breaking down our 
fats!

LIVER

PANCREAS

GALL BLADDER

ESOPHAGUS

STOMACH

SMALL INTESTINE

LARGE INTESTINE
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S T E P  # 2

E N H A N C I N G  A B S O R P T I O N
Uncover the simple ways to enhance absorption for

more nutrient intake. We aren't just what we eat, we are
what we absorb!



GETTING MORE NUTRIENTS FROM THE FOODS YOU EAT
The decline of our farming soils over the past century has devastated the mineral
content that we get in our food. Because of this, we have to eat much more of our
whole foods to get the same amount of nutrients. Furthermore, if are bellies are
compromised, we may not be able to absorb the nutrition from our foods. Here are
a few of my favorite ways to increase absorption...

01

02

03

WARMTH
Keep you digestive fire stoked by avoiding cold, raw foods especially
at the beginning of your day. The belly needs to be warmed up to
spark the digestive fire that helps you process your diet. Digestive
juices and enzymes are stimulated by warmth in the foods with eat
and the fluids we drink.

DITCH THE ICE
This can be one of the hardest habits to change for some, but you
have to ditch the ice. Drink your fluids at room temperature or hotter
to avoid dowsing your digestive fire. Cold fluids constrict digestion
and slow down our metabolism making it harder to get energy from
our food. 

WHOLE FOODS DIET
Think about what is processed and what is not. What is in its original
form and what is not? Whole foods are high-value, nutrient-dense,
fiber-rich foods. A whole foods diet contains a healthy balance of
protein, fat, and healthy carbohydrates (think vegetables!) in each
meal to balance blood sugar throughout the day. Whole foods
promote normal bowel movements and increased bioavailability. 
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04 THINK 'PRE-DIGESTED'
Whether you blend, shred or slow roast, you are making it easier to
uptake the nutrients from your food. When your belly is not working
with us, we have to help it along to get some relief. Make the job of
digestion a little easier to relieve some of the heavy lifting. 

05 BREATHE... ESPECIALLY EXHALING
Deep breathing triggers the body to enter the parasympathetic
state for resting and digesting. Especially lengthening the exhale,
which calms the nervous system, slows the heart rate and increases
digestive capacity.
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S T E P  # 3

B E C O M I N G  Y O U R  B E S T  D I G E S T I V E  D E T E C T I V E
The step by step guide to speak understand your symptoms. Is it

function, enzyme reduction, infection or food intolerance?



L E T ' S  G E T  S T A R T E D
There are a lot of factors at play when it comes to making your way to a
better belly. I break down the most common culprits into 4 main categories
to watch out for. On the next page, see what specific symptoms each of
these may cause.
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Functional

Enzymatic

Infection

Food
Sensitivities

When IBS symptoms are based
in your digestive anatomy. 
Examples are gallbladder 
removal, bowel resections, 
chewing issues, low HCL,
leaky gut or decreased
pancreatic function
to name a few.

 Sometimes the lack of enzymes
can be the cause of digestive

discomfort. When your enzymes are
not sufficient, it makes easy digestion

impossible because there should
be gradual breakdown of

food happening
in each stage of the

process to avoid
a traffic jam!The make up of your

gut microbiome can
 have a huge effect on the

symptoms you are experiencing.
Gut bugs are either good, pathogenic
(bad), or opportunistic, meaning they

grow out of control when given the right
environment. In order of importance 

think parasites first, bacteria    
second, and fungus/       

Candida third.               

Food can be a 
continuous agitator in the
gut. If you have unidentified
food intolerances/sensitivities it may
feel like eating is a battlefield. Reactions
are often delayed and confusing, 
which is why so many women remove
  more and more foods trying to 
       solve IBS symptoms. Test, 
             don't guess!
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L E T ' S  B E  R E A L
There are a ton of symptoms that get clumped under the umbrella of IBS.
Which category do you most closely identify with? Once you have identified
the reason and the symptoms, you now have the ability to focus on your next
best step in digestive function... getting data!
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Functional

Enzymatic

Infection

Food
Sensitivities

PAIN
DISCOMFORT

STABBING/SHARP
UNDIGESTED FOOD IN STOOL

FATIGUE

INDIGESTION
FEELS LIKE A BRICK

SLUGGISH TRANSIT TIME
CONSTIPATION

ALTERNATING CONSTIPATION
AND DIARRHEA

BLOATING
GAS

WEIGHT GAIN
BRAIN FOG

ATTENTION ISSUES
ANXIETY

DEPRESSION
BLOATING/GAS

URGENCY
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S T E P  # 4

T H E  P O W E R  O F  T E S T I N G
 It is time to ask different questions and get different

answers. Knowing the right testing for your needs is key
to overcoming nagging digestive symptoms.



Now that you have your investigative hat on, let's run with it! This is where
functional nutrition shines in getting to the root cause of symptoms. No
more bandaids and guessing. It is time for you to get clear data on what
is going on in YOUR body. To get you certainty and clarity as quickly as
possible, I have packaged the most important tests in one amazing
program called The Shift Academy. This is healthcare made easy. From
the convenience of your own home, you can gather the data you need to
live a symptom free life. It is time to feel great again!

You are ready to ask different questions to get
different answers...
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Relief Correction Maintainance
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Test #1: Fatigue Panel
By catching deficiencies that are
often missed in traditional lab work,
we can identify potential
malabsorption issues leading to
fatigue, weakness and brain fog. 

Test #2: Thyroid Health
Gut issues are the number one cause 

of thyroid issues. By choosing functional
thyroid labs with proper

assessment, you can block the myriad of
thyroid symptoms from getting out of

hand. If you have been told your thyroid is
normal, your doctor may be missing the

correct data for your evaluation.

Relief Stage

Test #3: Adrenal Panel
This test is the most accurate way to
identify the affect your gut health has
had on your stress response. That's
right... stress isn't just an outside
game, your inner gut health also
plays a big part.
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Test #5: Food Sensitivities
With one little finger prick, assess 190

foods that may be agitating your immune
reaction and your belly symptoms. This
test takes out the guess work. No more

need for elimination dieting.

Correction Stage

Test #4: Stool Testing
This is the gold standard in the field of
comprehensive stool testing. By targeting
the specific DNA of the microbiome, you
are able to specifically identify parasites,
bacteria, fungi, and more. 
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S T E P  # 5

T H E  F U T U R E  O F  Y O U R  B E T T E R  B E L L Y
Put yourself in the driver's seat and decide your next

best steps to a Better Belly.



The number one thing missing
from modern medical care is
the understanding that all
health starts in the gut. You
can spend a lifetime chasing
symptoms, finding bandaids or
short term relief. What is
bubbling under the surface will
continue to pop up in new
ways. 

This is why functional nutrition
is filling the gap in women's
health. Putting life changing
data and support in your hands
so that you get to be in the
driver's seat of your own health.
No more fear of what is to
come, only certainty of getting
to the bottom of your bad belly
once and for all. 

Your gut health does not live on
an island. It affects every other
system of your body. You are
integrated and need an
integrative approach to your
healthcare. For more
information, click this link to
book your strategy call!

There is a method to
the madness and you 
don't have to go at it
alone.
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Alright love! 

Nice work making your way
through this journey. You are
now ready and fully equipped to
eliminate your IBS and make
your way to the better belly you
deserve!

Have you loved this new way of
thinking about your health? Is
this the language you have
been waiting for?

For many women, it is. Feeling
seen and understood can be an
incredible relief. 

And guess what? Our time
together does not have to end
here. The Shift Academy, my 40
Day, all inclusive, functional
nutrition program is right around
the corner. If you have been
craving community, education
and functional tests that get to
the root of your chronic
symptoms, it is time to take the
leap. The next session starts in
just a few weeks and could be
your next step!

Let's chat! Book a call to find out
if The Shift Academy is right for
you!

Xo-
Frankie Leigh

https://calendly.com/radiatewellness/the-shift-academy
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